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When police officer Xavier Quinn's childhood friend, Maubee, becomes associated with murder and a
briefcase full of ten thousand dollar bills, The Mighty Quinn must clear his name. Or try to catch him,
which could be even trickier. "The Mighty Quinn", a weak thriller by director Carl Schenkel, stars
Denzel Washington as a police chief on an unnamed Caribbean island. Attempting to solve a crime,
Washington navigates the genre's usual assortments of villains, femme fatales, red herrings and
conflicts.

Washington is usually good with accents. This film, however, finds him adopting a poor Jamaican
accent. Elsewhere Schenkel tastelessly casts African Americans as West Indians. The film co-stars
Mimi Rogers and Emmet Walsh.

5/10 - For a better 1980s crime flick, see Ivan Passer's "Cutter's Way". Apparently everyone likes this
movie except me. Strange thing, too, because while I was watching this I couldn't find a single
positive redeeming quality to raise my opinion of it - even the locations are not photographed very
attractively. It's a boring mystery tale, that never manages to get you involved, and when everything
is revealed you don't get any particular pleasure from the resolution. In fact, the movie takes so long
to reach at wherever it's going that you may feel like dozing off on several occasions. Denzel
Washington, in this particular role, doesn't show enough star charisma to hold the picture; his co-
star, Robert Townsend, steals the show as the cheerfully irresponsible "victim of circumstances".
(*1/2) The film's crisp photography and energetic soundtrack liven up a mystery that occasionally
defies logic and at other times is transparent--but that never loses our interest, primarily because of
Washington's masterfully understated performance. a5c7b9f00b 
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